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DEGREES AND PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION MATTER MORE THAN EVER

Did you know? $22K
more in annual earnings for people holding a bachelor’s degree or higher
- Census Bureau

Did you know? 34%
higher weekly salary for people who obtain a certification
- Bureau of Labor & Statistics
CAREER PLANNING AND THE RIGHT DECISIONS ARE CRITICAL

Service members face important and often challenging career and education decisions!

How do I advance in my military career?
How do I prepare for a future civilian career?
Should I get a degree? A professional certification?

These are some of the most important decisions they will make during their lifetime.
FINDING THE RIGHT INFORMATION CAN BE A CHALLENGE

Many tools and vast amounts of information / data are available, but...
“Better Service Members, Better Citizens”

Are you qualified for the Career Path you want to follow?

Get Started
CAREER PATH DECIDE PROVIDES SERVICE MEMBERS THE ABILITY TO….

Explore and Understand Available Career Options
CAREER PATH DECIDE PROVIDES SERVICE MEMBERS THE ABILITY TO….

Visualize a Career Path and What Is Required for Success
CAREER PATH DECIDE PROVIDES SERVICE MEMBERS THE ABILITY TO:

Identify and Make the Right Decisions

NEXT STEPS
FIRST PRIORITY:
HIGH PRIORITY:
CAREER PATH DECIDE DELIVERS THIS SEAMLESSLY TO INFORM DECISIONS

- Explore and Understand Available Career Options
- Visualize a Career Path and What Is Required for Success
- Identify and Make the Right Decisions

NEXT STEPS
FIRST PRIORITY:
HIGH PRIORITY:
Supports Service members and Veterans, no matter where they are in their career or what path they choose.
CAREER PATH DECIDE STREAMLINES ACCESS TO INFORMATION

"Better Service Members, Better Citizens"

Are you qualified for the Career Path you want to follow?

Relevant and trusted data!

Gives Service members streamlined access to the information they need to make informed decisions

GOVERNMENT DATA SOURCES
Dept. of Ed (IPEDS/College Score Card)
O*NET (Dept. of Labor)
Career One Stop (Dept. of Labor)
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

DoD DATA SOURCES:
DoD MOU / TA DECIDE
COOL (Army, Airforce, Navy/Marine Corps)
Servicemember Opportunity Colleges (SOC)
American Council on Education (ACE)
CAREER PATH DECIDE PROVIDES A PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE

Short, dynamic input page collects and uses Military Branch, MOC, Rank, Education, and Civilian Job experience in under 30 seconds

Welcome > About Me

ABOUT ME

Military Branch
I serve(d) in the Navy

Rank
with a rank of E-5 Petty Officer 2nd Class working as a(n)

Military Occupational Classification (Rating)
Applied Cyber Operations Master (2770)

Education Level
I have some College courses

Instructional Program
in Cyber/Computer Forensics and Counterterrorism

Have?
I don’t have civilian job experience

View Career Pathways
Service members are presented with career pathways for which they are most qualified today based upon their background, prior experience, and identified level of education.
Service members can also explore high growth career paths projected to have increased levels of demand and job growth within the US labor market.
Service members can then understand more about an occupation, salary expectations, and what it requires in terms of education and experience.
Most importantly, Service members are presented with actionable advisement recommendations that should be taken to prepare them for this occupation.
Service members are then directed to relevant and available programs they can enroll in to close qualification gaps and prepare for career success.
Service members are provided with important school outcomes data benchmarked against all DoD MOU Schools.

And directly connected to DoD’s TA DECIDE tool and data to further inform their decision making process.
Career Path DECIDE was built using AGILE, and incorporates a Feedback mechanism to capture end user recommendations and continually inform further refinements.
Today’s job market is competitive
— are you ready?

Did you know?

77%

of jobs in management and professional career fields require degrees

-Bureau of Labor & Statistics
QUESTIONS

www.careerpathDECIDE.org